
 

ENTRIES TO OPEN MEETS WITH GCSC 
 

 
As Guildford City has grown rapidly over the past year, there are now three people handling the Open Meets 
- it is essential that you check the form and return direct to the correct person –  
 
Sue Goodlud ( sue.goodlud@ntlworld.com)   
or Jon Coxeter-Smith ( jcoxeter-smith@sagacitymcs.com ) 
or Katy Robinson ( openmeetcdssat@yahoo.co.uk ) 
 

Entries 
 
Here is some brief guidance to our roles: 
 
Sue Goodlud: 

 Overall co-ordination/guidance 

 Entries for GCSC Opens x 2/3, Sprint Meet, Surreys, SERs x 3, Zonals 

 HPS time trial input 

 New swimmer PBs input 

 Independent Meet results input 

 Result entry and distribution 

 Keep HYTEK athletes/squads up to date 

 Holds HYTEK master database, regularly downloaded to web 

 Holds cheque book and paying-in book 

Jon Coxeter-Smith: 

 Entries for Level 1 and 2 Meets – predominantly HPS squads 

 Result entry and distribution 

Katy Robinson: 

 Entries for Level 3 Meets – predominantly CDS/satellite squads 

 CDS/satellite time trial input 

 Result entry and distribution 

 
Please note: 

 Could you please ensure that you return entries to the correct one of us – it always says on the 
entry form which of us is dealing with that particular meet.   

 Please also submit a SEPARATE CHEQUE FOR EVERY MEET.  Every meet is accounted for completely 
separately and individually and it makes our lives very complicated if cheques cover more than one 
meet (even if dealt with by the same person).  Unfortunately we CANNOT accept BACS payments. 

 Wherever possible we send out eligibility files, which show clearly which events your swimmer has 
the qualifying times for.  If they do not have the times we CANNOT enter them for that event.  In 
some cases we can accept times from coaches - IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO GET THESE TIMES 
AND PUT THEM ON YOUR ENTRY FORM!!! 

 We would prefer it if forms do not go through coaches as it then takes longer to reach us (we do 
not see all the coaches) and could possibly miss the closing date.   

 We would prefer it if entries were returned asap and not on the last day as that allows us to sort 
any issues out 

 Please ensure your cheque is in order – signed, dated (correct year!) and correct amount. 
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MEET RESULTS and HYTEK 
 
We thought it would be helpful if we explained how the results obtained at meets arrive on the Guildford 
City HYTEK PB database which is used for Meet Entries and is also on the GCSC website. 
  
The Web database is regularly updated by Sue with all times and new Club Records. The web HYTEK only has 
times from the beginning of the previous year's season.  However the Master HYTEK still has ALL times from 
Guildford swimmers since 2005 which can be used for Meets. 
  
Sue controls the Master Guildford HYTEK database.  The system is 'dumb' i.e. it relies on someone manually 
putting all the data in from new swimmers/squads to entries to results.  It cannot automatically pick up any 
data from anywhere!! 
  
Despite HYTEK being 'dumb' it is also very useful and allows us to create Eligibility Files for Meets and Richard 
to work out the best teams for events! 
  
 

Designated meets 
 
Results from meets that the GCSC Open Meet Secretaries process the entries for, WILL be input onto our 
HYTEK database.  
 
 IF the meet software being used is ‘HYTEK’ then the host club normally provides a results file which can be 
input directly, electronically, into our HYTEK database (eg Guildford meets, Crawley, Ealing, Surreys).  This 
makes our life easier as we just press a few buttons.  We can also easily extract any PB splits from these 
times. 
 
IF any other meet software is used or no HYTEK results file is provided (eg Thurrock, Burns, Brighton, 
Cranleigh, Epsom, Nationals) then the GCSC Open Meet Secretaries have to go through the entire list of 
results (in excel, word, pdf ... whatever format is available) and MANUALLY find every single swim by every 
Guildford swimmer and MANUALLY enter every single one into the HYTEK database.  For example there 
were 353 swims by Guildford City swimmers at Thurrock in October 2010.  It was NOT a HYTEK meet so every 
one of those results had to be first found and then typed in individually.  You may therefore understand why 
it can take several days to get the system updated and why on these meets there might be the occasional 
typo or missed result, though obviously we try very hard to check. If you spot any errors please let us know 
ASAP so we can correct.  Due to the manual nature, we do not put in any splits from these Meets.  If your 
swimmer gets a PB split, you need to e-mail all the splits from that particular swim so we can put it into 
HYTEK (evidence of the splits may also be required). 
 
 
 

Other meets - ASA LICENSED ONLY 
 
If a swimmer goes to any other meet it is YOUR responsibility to provide the results to Sue so they can be 
MANUALLY put into HYTEK. 
 
Sue needs to know the name of the meet, the dates swum, whether LC or SC, events swum & times achieved 
and what level license it is.  In addition a copy/link of the meet results (excel, word, pdf etc) should be 
provided. This is needed to provide evidence for entry to certain meets such as Surreys. 
 
Time Trials 
 
Any Time Trials held in training by the coaches are sent to Sue for inputting onto HYTEK. 
  
New Swimmers 



  
Any new swimmers joining Guildford City should send copies of their current ASA SC and LC PBs to 
Sue.  Unfortunately with the way that HYTEK works, although these times will be on the database, we will not 
have a record of when they were achieved, therefore entries for events like the Surreys, where times have to 
have been achieved since a certain date, cannot use the eligibility file and will need proof of time and when 
achieved on that entry form. 
  
  
Hope this helps to explain how HYTEK works - if you have any queries don't hesitate to e-mail Sue:  
sue.goodlud@ntlworld.com 
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